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BITTERNESS: Kanye and
Kim (below) reconcile

Kanye
says
sorry to
ex Kim
THE artist formerly
known as Kanye West
has apologised for
“harassing” Kim
Kardashian on social
media.
The 44-year-old rapper
caused controversy with
his angry Instagram
posts.
He recently expressed
his desire to reconcile
with his estranged wife
— following a stream of
posts criticising
her current
partner,
comic Pete
Davidson
(28).
However,
he has now
deleted all
of his posts
and reflected
on his public
statements,
admitting he is “learning
in real time”.
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What next for
theme Ireland?

Some POLITICAL FLAVOURS

IT never quite achieved
UNESCO world heritage status,
but Tayto Park appears to have
carved out a special place in
the Irish psyche nevertheless.

Photo
Alongside a photo of
himself on stage, Kanye
wrote: “I’ve learned that
using all caps makes people feel like I’m screaming
at them.
“I’m working on my
communication.
“I can benefit from a
team of creative professionals, organizers,
mobilizers and community leaders. Thank
everybody for supporting
me.”

‘Headers
damage
the brain’
Heading footballs can
damage the brain, new
research warns.
It changes blood flow
linked to signalling
pathways — causing
alterations, say scientists.
The findings, published
in the journal Brain
Injury, are based on dozens of professional
footballers in Norway.
Lead author Dr Stian
Bahr Sandmo said: “With
millions of people playing soccer worldwide this
might ultimately have a
substantial influence on
public health.”
A previous study found
that working memory,
which allows the brain to
briefly hold new information, declined by 20 per
cent after only 20
headers.
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CRINGE-WORTHY
CONTENT: Charlie
McConalouge, Stephen
Donnelly and Darragh
O’Brien in the mortifying
Instagram posts for voters

Morto Minstas
IN ITS latest desperate
■
attempt to appeal to the young
voters who are flocking to the

Shinners faster than food prices
can rise, Fianna Fail has repackaged its ministerial finest for the
social media age.
It appears Michael McGrath,
Stephen Donnelly, Norma Foley,
Charlie McConalogue and
Darragh O’Brien have discovered
Instagram. We know this because
the party unleashed a video on
unsuspecting online viewers with
the eye-watering title: Minstas on
Insta!
It boasts the production values
and soundtrack of a 1980s TV
show featuring a crimefighting

■

band of brothers with special
powers.
So you can see Minister McGrath
posing like an Avenger with his
weapon of choice, a Cork GAA
umbrella. Or Agriculture
Minister Charlie McConalogue
leaning on what appears to be a
shepherd’s crook.
After lifting our jaw from the
floor we wondered whatever
next?
Twits on twitter? (Two) Faces on
Facebook — Varadkar anyone?
Or maybe even Taoiseachs on
Tik Tok? Except the tick tocking
you can hear in background is an
election timebomb primed by
soaring rents and runaway prices.

■

in Italy, and the wait would be too
long to get into the ‘HSE’s Trolley
Land’. But who wouldn’t want to
spend a day at the ‘Wizarding World of
Breakfast Roll Man’ and enjoy a
ghost-estate train ride through a
The announcement that what was property boom built on magic dust.
Longford may have Center Parcs but
essentially a shrewd, crisp-promoting
sponsorship deal is to end, has sparked ‘Love Is-Land’ would honour the
n a t i o n ’s
proud
the sort of shock
record of producing
and sor row that
reality TV supermight greet news of
s t a r s l i ke t h e
Croke Park selling
c o u nt y ’s
own
its naming rights to
Maura Higgins.
Wetherspoons.
In 2022 we have
In its short life,
also become the
the eclectic Tayto
host countr y to
‘theme park’ in Co
tech giants and
Meath seemed to
data megacentres
earn national treasthat suck all our
ure status.
power and funnel
Its strange mix of
all their taxes offold school wooden
shore, so another
rollercoasters, petoption would be
ting zoos, zipwires
throwing a fence
a nd cheese a nd
around the coastonion
snacks
line and call the lot
seemed to appeal to
‘Sili-Con Valley.’
s ome t h i n g de e p
But if anything
inside us all.
defines us as a
Front and central
to it was the figure- COASTER: New name for Tayto Park nation it is surely
being the plucky
head that is M r
Tayto, as iconic an Irish symbol as the underdog that has taken its place at
the top tables of the world. So with
harp or the pint of Guinness.
But while the crisps may be no more, Sinn Fein and Mary Lou McDonald
the park itself is set to carry on as one waiting in the wings to take power
from a hapless Government, the
of the country’s top tourist draws.
Its owner has even promised a national theme park really should be
rebrand which makes you wonder called: ‘Tiocfaidh ar La La Land’.
what could replace a bag of cheese and
onion Tayto as a symbol of all we are
as a nation?

Exotic
The site is not far from where the
Battle of the Boyne was fought so in a
hands-across-the-border gesture it
could be renamed in honour of the glorious 12th and the DUP, except a park
dedicated to living dinosaurs has
already been done.
It already boasts exotic animals so
the addition of a property market rollercoaster ride could well give us
‘Vultureland’.
‘NPHET Land’ has a nice ring to it
except it would never be open.
Following on the crisp theme, ‘Hang
Sambo’ Land could celebrate all
things related to our love affair with
the GAA, or ‘Mayoland’ could feature
a new rollercoaster ride that just never
ends.
‘Garda Land’ is sadly already taken

It’s a lot to
Cro’ about
LIGHTNING struck twice in the
space of two hours in Croke Park
last weekend when last gasp
goals from underdogs Ballygunner and Kilcoo snatched heroic
victories in the All Ireland club finals.
But it was the return of fans to the
stadium to witness
history that really
made it special.
Electric.
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OUCH: Jason Byrne

Jason
lets it
rip on
the loo
COMEDIAN Jason Byrne
has admitted he is
extremely injury-prone
— even ripping cartilage
in his knee by sitting on
the toilet too quickly.
The “broken” Irish funnyman also revealed his
lung collapsed when he
was 21 for “no reason”
and he dislocated his
shoulder boogie boarding
in Australia.
The 50-year-old told the
Manatomy podcast he
recently had to have five
stents inserted into his
arteries and confessed he
has a “weird thing” that
happens with his
testicles.
On his countless injuries and ailments, Byrne
said: “I’m just so
broken...
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We hate to say
we told you so...
BURNING
ISSUE: Turf
on fire does
contribute to
poor air
quality

KINAHAN ‘UNMASKING’
DONE A LONG TIME AGO

Daniel Kinahan is a fan of
gangster movies.

He planned his transformation
meticulously with a campaign to
We know this not because documents “sportswash” away his old life and
have revealed the Kinahan cartel set crimes and get the adoration he
up firms importing olive oil and chick- craved.
It included hiring expensive lawyers
ens to cover its drug trafficking
— strokes that could come straight to silence the pesky tabloids. In that he
had a key ally in Ireland’s draconian
from the script of the
libel regime.
Godfather or Breaking
He sought to hide
Bad.
behind it as he fired off
We know it because
threatening letters to
the story was previnewspapers in the first
ously written by tabloid
shots of his PR war.
reporters who went and
It was literally a
spoke to people who
moment of truth in the
know him.
saga of the Irish Mafia.
You won’t have heard
Despite the r isk,
it though if you were
many papers decided
reading the “upmarket
not to let the world forpress” or indeed tuning
get that Kinahan was
into RTE’s What It Says
at the head of a murin the Papers over the
dering, drug cartel.
years — or to quote a
The climax of his
former tabloid editor of
favourite Godfather
my acquaintance “what
trilogy takes place at
it says in some of the
the opera in Sicily.
papers”.
Because these tales of SPORTSWASHING: Mob boss That noise he can now
the rise of the Irish Kinahan now faces the music hear steadily growing
in the distance, is the
Mafia were for years disFat Lady warming up.
missed as tabloid sensation by the
When she sings you can be sure the
“quality media”.
And that suited Daniel Kinahan just tabloids will be there to tell you what
it sounds like.
fine.

Dislocated
“I had a collapsed lung
when I was 21, dislocated
shoulder — the whole
arm came out — cartilage is gone from my
right knee...that wasn’t
really my fault.
“The only one that was
my fault was when my
arm dislocated in
Australia. I was standing
with Des Bishop and a
wave came.
“As I went underwater
the wave spun me round
like a washing machine,
but the boogie board was
acting like a pull on my
arm and it pulled my
whole arm 360 degrees.”

Tea’s top
healthy
cuppa
TEA has been revealed as
the world’s greatest
health drink.
A mug of our favourite
hot beverage helps fight
off cancer, boosts the
immune system, beats
Alzheimer’s and combats
heart disease and diabetes, say nutritionists.
The nation’s favourite
brew’s superpowers stem
from a secret ingredient
called flavonoids.
They are naturally
occurring compounds
that act like antioxidants, destroying illness
— triggering ‘free
radicals’.
As a further boost, tea
is the only food with an
amino acid called
L-theanine known to
improve mental focus
and sleep quality.
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Feud

Keep off the turf!

WHEREVER you stand on the
issue of letting people burn turf
– and personally it seems wiser to
go after big polluters while helping
struggling householders adapt – we
are a peculiar nation when it comes
to the things we are willing to
stand up and die for.
In 2019, almost seven million
people died around the world from
breathing bad air, including 1,300
in Ireland. That’s a similar number

●

dying, year after year, to the total
excess Irish deaths of around 1,200
from Covid-19 according to a study
in the Lancet.
In response to Covid we shut
the pubs, restaurants, hotels,
schools, creches, shops, cinemas,
building sites, workplaces, sports
stadiums, playgrounds, airports,
ports and borders.
But you will only take our turf
from our (not so) cold dead hands.

●

Maybe it even emboldened him to
think the people who really mattered
to him would never read the stories
linking him to a murderous feud on
Dublin’s streets.
But in the past few weeks the boy
from Oliver Bond flats in south innercity Dublin has become a media
heavyweight, appearing in titles like
T he New York Times and T he
Guardian.
They’ve finally caught up with a story
that has been under their noses for
years involving international drug
dealing and something very wrong at
the heart of one of the world’s top
sports.
In the warped world where Kinahan
wanted to become internationally
respected as boxing royalty, that
silence mattered.
Like Don Corleone in the Godfather
— said to be his favourite mob flick —
he grew to crave respectability as the
low life lost its appeal.

They can’t
let it slide
The National Lottery people
are at it again.
They’ve released another in a
series of ads that shows they
believe we are all dreaming of
winning the lotto
in order to build
a water slide
for the
neighbours.
Now if it was
a porter
slide…
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SERIES: Lisa McGee

Lisa begins
Derry new
TV show
DERRY Girls’ writercreator Lisa McGee
has revealed she’s
writing a new show.
The Derry native
teased fans of her hit
Channel Four sitcom
by writing on Twitter
that she’s begun a
“mood board” for the
as-yet-untitled show.

Pope

Lisa also revealed
some details of her
mood board for
Derry Girls which
included a photo of
Mother Teresa and
Pope John Paul II,
Derry’s walls and a
picture of 90s American pop trio Hanson.
Last month Derry
Girls wrapped its
third and final series.
The show, starring Saoirse Monica
Jackson, Louisa
Harland and Nicola
Coughlan, will air on
Netflix later this year.
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There’s space for
reform here too..

EARTH COULD USE SAME POLICY

STRETCHER: Travis

Blink 182’s
Travis taken
to hospital
BLINK 182 drummer
Travis Barker has
reportedly been
taken to hospital
following an unconfirmed medical issue.
The musician
(46), who recently
married reality
TV star Kourtney
Kardashian, was
pictured on a
stretcher being taken
into Cedars-Sinai
Medical Centre in Los
Angeles on Tuesday.

Tattoo

Barker can be seen
on the stretcher
raising a fist with his
skull tattoo visible.
A black tracksuitclad Kardashian (43)
who recently changed
her surname on
Instagram to BarkerKardashian, was by
his side.
His daughter
Alabama (16) said:
“Please send me your
prayers.”
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au revoir:
HSE chief
Paul Reid

Reid it and weep


THE political classes have all
rallied round to pay tribute
to HSE chief Paul Reid after he
announced he was stepping down
with a “heavy heart” (and an even
heavier bank balance after years in
one of the best-paying jobs in the
public service).
The Taoiseach described how no
time of the day was too early or too
late to get him on the phone.
That might be the least you’d
expect of a chief executive on
€400,000 a year.
History even in the short term
may take a less misty-eyed view of
Mr Reid’s stewardship of the HSE.
He leaves behind a health
service with record numbers
on waiting lists and trolleys and
doctors and nurses burned out by




what they consider unsustainable
staff levels and working conditions.
On the two most fundamental
lessons that should have been
learned from the pandemic –
increasing ICU capacity and transforming the nursing home sector
– little progress is evident.
His departure will fuel fear and
gnashing of teeth among the
usual alarmists who warn of a postCovid “brain drain”.
It follows announcements by CMO
Tony Holohan, Deputy CMO Ronan
Glynn and NPHET modeller-in-chief
Philip Nolan that they are quitting
the health service.
Luckily the people most
responsible for Ireland’s effective pandemic response are still in
place — the Irish public.





WHEN shouting a column such ships.” Yeah, for the wealthiest one per
as this into the void, it’s good to cent of people on Earth maybe.
This carve-up may still seem like sciknow someone, somewhere might
ence fiction but is it that far-fetched
be listening.
In this case it was clearly the Tanaiste when plans are already well advanced
to turn the moon into a staging post to
Leo Varadkar.
To much sniggering from the supply human colonies on Mars?
You can already become a space
“wouldn’t you think he’d have
tourist for a few hours for half a
better things to be doing”
million euros.
seats, Leo brought a memo to
Cabinet this week on signing
Commons
the ‘Outer Space Treaty’.
The
wonder is that it was
Many people were surprised
Leo
Varadkar
that decided
to know it was a thing. Except
now
was
the
time
for the Govof course for avid Star readers.
ernment
to
back
the idea of
Back in February this column
a space commons that betold you (and obviously Leo)
longs to all.
how there was indeed such a
Perhaps it’s the subtle bething and has been since the
ginnings
of a shift in Fine
1960s when it was signed by
many nations at the height of TREATY: Elon Gael’s approach to property
and housing policy, away
(top) and Leo
the space race.
from leaving it all to the Gods
The reason it seemed worth
of
a
free
market
that looks increasingly
mentioning then was because a neoliberal economic think tank — the broken.
If only they transferred that idea
Adam Smith Institute — was suggestback down here to Earth they might
ing ripping it up.
stop plummeting in the opinion polls.
Plots
That bit’s not rocket science.
They don’t like it much because it has
outdated notions that forbid property
developers owning things in space, like
plots of the moon or the Planet Mars
for instance.
That’s bad news if you’re a neoliberal
fundamentalist or a billionaire space
baron like Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos or
Richard Branson.
NOT for the first time, residents
But for the citizens of planet Earth
around Marlay Park in south
it’s probably no bad thing that space
Dublin are putting up with six
remains a “commons” for all humanconcerts taking place in the space
kind.
of a week.
The chaps over at the Adam Smith
And as one of them I can only
Institute helpfully pointed out that a
say it’s a joy to the soul to be
system of private property ownership
immersed among streets of
on the moon would open the doors to
people having a good time.
“serious financial rewards.”
I can’t figure out why the
They want to introduce a lunar propresidents around Croker
erty market for speculators to make
(inset) make such a fuss.
a giant leap onto a Celtic Tiger-style
If they like we can take
bandwagon among the stars.
the All Ireland finals off
They fantasised over the “direct and
their hands too!
indirect beneficiaries of space owner-

Park life is
not so bad

